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SUGGESTED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FO R

FULL HEIGHT MARKERBOARD S

Note : Complete installation hardware is induded with each unit . If wall construction
prevents the use of hardware as furnished, it is the responsibility of the customer to
furnish the required fasteners . Glass suction cups required.

1.Cut trim oversized approximately 3/" so the board is free to push up into the top
trim and drop down into the bottom trim .

2.Attach trim perimeter to wall with flathead counter sink screws at 16" o .c . interval s
on jamb trim . Note : If chalktray is bottom trim member, attach screws at 12" o .c .

MARKERWALL

3. Insert a %" thick wood blocking into the bottom trim member so when the board i s
lifted into the top trim, the bottom edge of the board will drop into the bottom tri m
and rest on the blocking .

4.Apply adhesive to wall in egg-sized globs 16" o.c.

5.Insert first panel into trim section at top and let bottom edge drop into the bottom
trim member (or chalktray) and slide to far left or right .

6. Insert steel spline into vertical edge groove of panel, installed on the wall, and
repeat step 5 until all panels are within frame and position panels under trim in
a left to right fashion .

Wash all markerboards and chalkboards prior to use .
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7. Inspect surface of board for polyfilm . If polyfilm is present, remove before usage .

FINISHED WALL
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8 . Allow 24 to 48 hours for product to acdamate to building temperature befor e
installation .
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